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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The H. H. Bennett Studio was constructed in 1875, ten years after its founder 
purchased a tintype studio business in Kilboum City. It was built as a commercial 
photographers studio and its arrangements reflect the phases of a business enter 
prise, sales, studio portraiture, wet process developing, and contact printing of 
stereoview negatives; the one out of studio phase, taking the landscape photographs 
is documented in the pictures themselves.

The original red brick single story facade consisted of a central transomed double 
door with a two over two double hung windows on each side. Brick mouldings delinated 
the roof line and a false front is surmounted by heavy moulded wood or sheet metal 
side cornices and a open bottomed gable or pediment with the same profile. The 
exterior decorative scheme was so simple that attribution to any of the styles of 
the day is difficult, but it probably would have been considered "Renaissance" 
revival when it was built.

Over the years changes in the building occurred as the business demanded them. 
Bennett devised a rotating glass printing house that was installed on the roof 
of the building. The gallery or sales room was continuously modernized to attract 
customers. By 1910 it sported the heavy beams emblematic of the Arts and Crafts 
Movement along with the original display cases which are retained to this day. 
Finally in 1918 -~ ten years after his death — the facade was remodeled by his 
wife and former partner Mrs. Evaline Bennett. It was rebuilt in up to date Old 
English or Tudor style with a half timbered stucco gable surmounting a recessed 
central door and two plate glass windows. Narrow display cases let into the 
thickness of the side walls of the building utilized the remaining facade and 
replaced the free standing display kiosk which had stood in front of the building.

Today the building retains its 1918 facade surrounded on one side and the back 
by extensions. The original layout of the interior remains, however. The old 
gallery still functions as an exhibit space for H. H. Bennett f s work and, a wide 
door that had been opened into an adjoining gift shop has now been closed. The 
original "Artistic" Eastlake Style cases still show Bennett views and serve as 
an introduction to the museum that occupies the old studio and dark room areas. 
Here H. H. Bennett 1 & cameras, mounting equipment, and the wet plate process are 
shown together with the props that were used in portrait sittings.

A new temperature humidity controlled vault for the negative collection has just 
been finished behind the original studio building, and plans exist for the restora 
tion and preservation of the revolving solar printing house. The first will 
guarantee the preservation of the body of Bennett*s work while the second will 
further amplify his reputation for ingenuity.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The H. H. Bennett studio is the oldest operating photographer's enterprise in the state. 
It houses the work of Henry Hamilton Bennett? his wife and partner, and two generations 
of his successors. By preserving the original facilities that were used when the studio 
was built it provides several unusual opportunities for understanding the way commerce 
and artistic creativity were interwoven in late 19th century America.

The studio itself shows the conditions late 19th century portraiture demanded. The dark 
room demonstrates the technical problem that beset early wet plate photographers and the 
galley gives visible evidence of the value turn-of-the-century Americans placed on photo 
graphs themselves. Together the site and the collection comprise a significant record 
of Wisconsin and documents the forceful role photography has taken in the way we view the 
world.

In 1861 during his Civil War Service, Bennett was wounded in the hand. The injury may have 
been influential in his decision to purchase a small tin-type studio in Kilburn City, 
Wisconsin, rather than follow the family trade of carpentry. He concentrated on producing 
stereo views for the then popular forerunner of both radio and television. Almost every 
family had a stereographic viewer and hundreds of thousands of these views of scenic 
wonders and major events were sold by publishing houses as well as individual studios. 
The views were ordinarily original contact prints mounted on cards for use in the 
magnifying viewer.

The use of contact prints meant the photographic quality was high — better than any form 
of image we usually experience, but caused great technical problems. Bennett moved into 
this competitive market with sensitivity and spectacular -views of the Dells of the 
Wisconsin River and Devilfe Lake in the Dells area. The views were instrumental in pro 
moting infant tourism. They sold well but he chose to expand his offerings — and in 
doing so left a major documentary record. Perhaps most important, he pioneered in the 
development of something very like the modern picture essay — for instance his coverage 
of a lumber raft trip down the Wisconsin River goes beyond simple documentation to show

*Bennett f s work has been selected for several major exhibitions including the photographer 
in the American Landscape Museum of Modern Art 1963 and numerous publications.
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Statement of Significance (continued)

how all the aspects of raftsman's life fit together. In this Bennett was far in 
advance of his peers who contented themselves with stiffly posed reenactments of 
"interesting" incidents. He also covered the Milwaukee water front; the homes 
of merchants and manufacturers; the Winnebago Indians and at least three world 
fairs, 1876, 1893, 1904. A superb craftsman who wanted to show "what things were 
really like," he devised ways of involving his viewers in the image with men 
caught in mid air jumping across chams, smoke boiling up from sail steamers in 
the harbor and casual loungers in the streets.

With great mechanical ingenuity he devised new lens mounts, high speed shutters, 
a revolving printing house to follow the sun and exposed all those thousands of 
glass plates to make stereo contact prints and stereoview mounters and trimmers 
to feed theexpanding stereo market.

Perhaps the most unusual thing about all this is that Bennett f s work is preserved 
virtually in totality. His stereo views are of course distributed across the world 
but all his negatives for not only stereos but panoramic landscapes, post cards, 
and portraits, as well as the work of his successors are held at the studios along 
with his cameras and other inventions, offering the unique combination of an almost 
complete collection of the work of a great photographer held in the actual space 
he worked in.


